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A Humane Standard for
roundups is coming! We will
need to work hard to make
sure it is enforced and
tightened up!

Dedicated to gaining
protection for wild horses
and burros from abuse,
slaughter and extinction.
A registered 501(c)3 public charity

1. The Fight Against Inhumane
Treatment of wild horses and burros
Very soon we will see the first policy for
humane handling of our treasured icons in
the history of the Act of Congress in 1971
to protect them. Read about some of the
fight to gain this historic policy!

2. Showdown Nevada What YOU
need to know
A range war is literally underway on public
land. The “who, how and why” for wild
horse and burro advocates.

3. Body Scoring and the wild horse
What is is, why it is used and how the
scales apply to wild horses in the wild.

4. What is “AML, RMP, AUM?” A
guide to the “EIEIO” of public land
We often get questions relating to
terminology used in our articles or in
statements made by those managing wild
horses and burros. Fast reference guides!

We need YOUR help!
In order to keep our work going that
includes field work, research,
creating alternatives, engaging
process, rescuing mustangs in need
and litigation we need funding.
To help us stay in the fight please
click the button below.

Letter From Laura Leigh, President of Wild Horse Education
It is truly a wild experience fighting to gain protections for our wild horses and
burros from abuse, slaughter and extinction! But each day we make real progress to
obtain those goals.
Over the last four years the work has seen us on a non-stop marathon from
range, meetings, roundups and courtrooms. Our work was once met with closed
doors and literally armed roadblocks in the desert. But tenacity and a real thirst to
learn not only the maze of public land management and applications of law and
policy, but the “on the ground” needs of wild horse and burro management areas,
has begun to open those doors and remove the road blocks.
We are working with the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) on creating
alternate management options that include the use of birth control instead of large
scale removals, land use plans that will give flexibility to deal with changes in science
and technology and improving adoptions of our precious wild ones.
In the past there were doors solidly shut. In those areas we have no choice but to
stand up in the courts. Our work in the courts was key in gaining the first humane
handling policy in the history of the Act that will be announced soon. We fought hard
to create a dialogue to access roundups on a daily basis, to gain an ability to assess
their condition and to open “closed door facilities” to the public. We have stopped
removals, gained another decision against a lack of justification and even stopped
USFWS from continuing to use a contractor that continually placed horses in jeopardy
of slaughter.
Today the western range is a tense place. The potential listing of the sage grouse
on the endangered species list has triggered a literal “war” over public lands
management. Informed and quick actions are likely in the near future.

Like us on Facebook
to stay informed!

We will do all we can to keep you “on the front line” with us as we fight to
protect our amazing wild horses and burros.

Laura Leigh

imagine

Wild horses collide and one flips over a
barbed wire fence during capture at the
Owyhee Complex BLM roundup that faced
court actions

A WILD HORSE
AND BURRO
HUMANE
HANDLING
POLICY!

Wild Horses and Burros and the Fight for Humane Care
This article appeared on
TheDodo

through barbed wire fencing and foals run
until their feet literally fall off.

Freedom. Majesty. Beauty. Americaʼs wild
horses are a national treasure and an
iconic symbol of our public lands. Theyʼre
so dearly cherished that Congress
unanimously voted to protect them under
Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros
Act of 1971.

The images and videos may very well
have been taken by Laura Leigh,
President and founder of Wild Horse
Education (WHE). Leigh has taken us
with her on a quest to witness and
document wild horse roundups.

Wild horses and burros belong to the
American public and it comes as no
surprise that thereʼs a growing intolerance
to these noble animals being mistreated
and killed in aggressive roundups
conducted by the very agency that is
supposed to protect them—the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM).. Most
Americans have seen videos of horses
run down with a helicopters, chased

The First Court Order in
history against inhumane
treatment of wild horses

2011

The battle to gain a humane care
standard for our wild horses and burros
became a literal “mission” for Leigh and
her organization. It is expected that the
BLM will be announcing its latest
“Comprehensive Animal Welfare Program
(CAWP)” sometime in October.
“I have literally seen tens of thousands of
wild horses lose everything in that
moment of capture,” said Leigh “Often
under horrible circumstance. It seems a

bit absurd that this fight has gone on so
long. I am relieved that we will begin to
see a working policy with actual
consequence for violation soon. The
things I have witnessed simply can not be
allowed to continue.” To read the rest of
the article click here:
https://www.thedodo.com/community/
WildHorseEducation/wild-horses-thefight-for-huma-742979854.html
Humane Care NOW! a campaign of Wild
Horse Education, had more than 5000
people participate. We thank you all so
much for your support To view the
campaign you can go here:
http://wildhorseeducation.org/humanecare-now/

A summer roundup in 2011 gathered more than wild horses for the BLM. It earned them the
first court orders in history against the inhumane treatment of wild horses. A wild horse was
hit with the skids of the chopper. We took our documentation into federal court. The court
granted a Temporary Restraining Order against pilot conduct citing BLM justification as a
“blame the horse affront.” The Judge further stated that he could “see with his own eyes”
what had happened in the footage shown to the court. The roundup stopped. We have gained
4 court orders with language against inhumane treatment.

Our wild horses in Nevada are under attack from the
Nevada Association of Counties, the Farm Bureau
Federation and The Grass March

More Information:
A “Must Read” List to
Understand the Range
War in Nevada
1. Who Is the “Grass March”
A whose who of the people behind the
March to control YOUR public land.
http://wildhorseeducation.org/
2014/09/28/who-is-the-grass-march/

2. PEER Letter in Support of BLM
Battle Mountain District Manager
Doug Furtado
Public Employees for Environmental
Responsibility have written a letter in
support of BLM Battle Mountain
actions and against the Grass March.
http://www.peer.org/assets/docs/
blm/9_25_14_Furtado_support_ltr.pdf

SHOWDOWN Nevada
There is literally a showdown brewing
over public land management in the state of
Nevada.
Wild horses have become an unfortunate
target of private livestock interests as they
deal with the drought and the potential listing
of the sage grouse as an endangered species.
This is all happening as beef prices are at an
all time high according to Beef USA (an
industry publication).
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
is tasked with managing YOUR public land for
the benefit of “multiple use” and is not
supposed to cater to the wishes of one
interest. In most districts we have seen minimal
effort to curtail the destructive use of public
land by domestic livestock during a severe
drought that magnifies the damage done by
domestic livestock.
However there has been one exception.
In the BLM Battle Mountain district we have
seen drought restrictions go into effect to
protect the range since 2012. Wild horse
advocates should become familiar with the
Diamond Complex. The restrictions that took
place in 2012 began the retaliatory legal
action by the Nevada Association of Counties
(NACO) to remove and destroy wild horses.
We have “Intervenor status” to speak
out for our wild horses in that case but there
is so much more!

Setting the Stage
Have you ever walked into a movie that
is more than half way through and got drawn
in by the characters but really don’t know
what is happening? You kinda know who you
are rooting for but don’t know all the context.
Right now we are getting questions in
our inbox from seasoned wild horse
advocates on the Nevada situation, so don’t
think you are alone. The audience for our
website is varied. So to “keep it simple,” we
are going to stick with the movie analogy. At
WHE it is our goal to try to keep you
informed so that at crucial junctures you can
inform others and take appropriate actions.
Sometimes what we write becomes a literal
novel when you piece it together and people
do not have time in their lives to read all the
previous chapters.
Most writers are familiar with terms like
“story arc” or “character arc.” In the case of
the “Nevada Showdown” we are more than
half way through and you walked in as the
stage is being set for the “western
showdown.”....
READ about “the stage” being set for
the “Showdown in Nevada HERE: http://
wildhorseeducation.org/2014/09/03/
editorial-nevada-showdown/

3. Nevada Association of Counties
(NACO) legal action to remove
and destroy wild horses.
The NACO suit was filed as retaliation
for livestock restrictions during drought
at the Diamond Complex in Nevada
and expanded their claims statewide.
http://wildhorseeducation.org/
2014/01/15/naco-suit-asks-court-toorder-destruction-of-wild-horses/

What YOU can do
Please take a moment to
add your support of
lawful actions to curtail
livestock and to say you
do not support the Grass
March.
Click picture below:

Body “Score” and the wild horse
We often get questions regarding body scoring of wild
horses. During capture operations the Bureau of Land
Management will often reference a “score of” and then give a
number like 4 or 5 on the scale. Many people that write us make
an assumption that because the number is not higher, the horses
are in “bad shape.
The accepted system for “scoring” a horses weight was
developed by Dr Don Henneke in 1983. This system ranks horses
from 1-9; 1 being emaciated and 9 being obese. However the
system relies not only on visual observation but an ability to
palpate (touch) areas of fatty deposits on a horse. The system was
developed for domestic horses.
In the case of wild horses we have some factors that need to be
taken into account when using a “body score” as a justification, or
dismissal, for the need to remove them from the range. The most
obvious of which is that with wild horses any system would be
“observation only” ranking (less accurate).
When using an observational body scoring method on wild horses
one of the first variables that needs to be taken into account is a
normal seasonal fluctuation that would not simply be used as a
“health” standard. As an example a wild horse might be in a “4”
at the beginning of summer, move into the “5/6” category as
autumn arrives and then by the end of Winter fall into the “3+”
category and then naturally repeat the cycle again.
Wild horses also experience natural physiological and
psychological variables usual not present in a domestic
population. The cycle of a reproductive wild population creates a
seasonal tense dynamic as studs compete for mares. This often
results in weight loss in healthy males on a healthy range. Mares
that have recently given birth (and are nursing, most often just as
new forage begins to grow on the range) also can experience a
decline in “score” that does not indicate an unhealthy individual.
Domestic horses have the benefit of additional feed in colder
months and supplements during times of physiological stressors.
To assume that a wild horse would look like a domestic at all
times of the year as an indicator of stress is illogical.
Factors such as breeds associated with each individual Herd

Management Area (HMA) must also be a factor in observational
scoring. Our wild herds are influenced by many breeds specific to
“the land where they now stand,” and this makes them truly a
living monument to regional histories. As an example an area
influenced by thoroughbreds would have a more prominent
withers than one heavily influenced by the Quarter horse.
A handful of older horses in a “score” of 2/+ in a herd of 100
horses is not an indicator of overall herd health, particularly
coming out of winter (note in winter heavier coats make
observational scoring more difficult, but not impossible).
However the opposite holds true as well. When more than half of
the horses observed are in a score of 4 and winter is just
beginning, rangeland health must be seriously evaluated.
Rangeland health involves multiple factors that most often have
at the root cause an historic overuse by domestic livestock,
drought, fence lines and other surface disturbance that inhibit
distribution of wild horses throughout their Herd Management
Areas (HMAs). Very rarely have we ever seen an HMA that is
considered “over populated” utilize more of the forage allocated
for their use (Appropriate Management Levels, or AML, has not
historically been based on any real sound mathematical equation).
When you are out observing wild horses, or watching reports
from roundups come in, please keep in mind that a “body
scoring” must be filtered through the world of the wild horse
before you use that as a baseline for assumption.

To view the article on our website and to see an
example chart go to: http://wildhorseeducation.org/
body-scoring-and-the-wild-horse/

Fast Burro Facts

Did you know that the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) warned BLM that burros in
the wild may already be in danger of
genetic loss?

The correct term for a female burro is
a “Jenny” and a male is a “Jack.” A
baby burro is called a foal.
An adult can weigh up to 600 lbs and
be as tall as 54 inches at the withers.
Burros in captivity in the US can live
upwards of 35 years, although in the
wild an adult over 25 is rare.
Extremely hardy burros can exist on
little food or water for extended
periods of time.

The BLM currently estimates that
the entire population of wild
burros left in the US is less than
9,000. This number is a huge
increase from previous surveys
where it is asserted that they
“under counted.”

AML, RMP, AUM... are you confused by the “EIEIO” of Public Land
Management?
Many people get confused
by all the acronyms and
terms used when reading

press releases by
government agencies or in
discussions on wild horse
and burro management.
We created a glossary of
terms (that is still
incomplete) that you can
download for easy
reference. http://
wildhorseeducation101.files
.wordpress.com/2011/04/
wheglossary2.pdf

A companion piece deals
with the multiple
jurisdictions of the federal
government that manage
wild horses under the
Departments of Interior and
the Department of
Agriculture. http://
wildhorseeducation101.files
.wordpress.com/2011/04/
wheagencyissue1.pdf

To stay on the “Front Line” to protect
wild horses and burros visit our website
at WildHorseEducation.org

On the Horizon...
October 6 : The final sweep to
remove the last of the Sheldon
Mustangs and Burros begin. USFWS
will “zero” out the herds.
October 7: BLM Planning 2.0
meeting in Sacramento. Internet
listening options and participation.
1pm at blm.gov/live

October 14: Deadline for
nominations to BLM Wild Horse and
Burro Advisory Board
October 15: The “Grass March is
expected to reach DC with their
petition to remove anything and
anyone that stands in the way of
livestock grazing, including YOUR
wild horses

Make a Stand TODAY!
A small group of
thoughtful people could
change the
world.
Indeed, it's
the only thing
that ever has.
~ Margaret
Meade
Believe the Impossible..
Just a few short years ago the
reality of a humane handling
POLICY was just a dream. That
dream will be realized in just a
few days. A real tool to begin to
handle wild horses and burros
with the respect and care they
deserve. YES there will be work
to do in making sure there is
accountability and improvement,
yet just yesterday people felt it
was an impossibility.

Believe.

October 19: The BLM begins
removal of 75 horses at Triple B.
When complete they move to Silver
King to capture 50 and then to
Reveille to remove 60.
November 8: trapsite adoption event
scheduled in Tonopah NV for
weanlings and yearlings

WHE
Our work continues as we
strive to gain accountability
on the range. The climate is
tense as drought and the
threat of the sage grouse
intensify the competition
with livestock. New mining
regulations have created a
“push” to extract minerals
and fuels on our public land
at a rate never before seen
in history.

Our Purpose...
educating the public about the
plight of wild horses and burros on
public land, and in the government
warehousing system for these
animals including sale and
final disposition,
working to end the
inhumane treatment of
these heritage
animals,encouraging
the creation of a sane,
scientifically-based management
strategy for these animals in the
wild,

Help us to help them
Our efforts take resources
in time and money. Fuel,
repairs, litigation, hay for the
rescues, printing and
preparation all eat up the
resources that we have. Please
consider making a contribution
to Wild Horse Education, a
registered 501(c)3 public
charity, tax deductible
according to IRS rules.

promoting public adoptions

and support those
who adopt, and
assisting the
public to advocate
for the welfare of
wild horses and burros.
WILD HORSE EDUCATION
213 LEMMON VALLEY DR
#316
RENO, NV 89505
WEBSITE:
WILDHORSEEDUCATION.ORG

